ST. PAUL'S CIRCUS
GREAT SUCCESS

SIDE SHOW AND "BIG-TOP" PERFORMANCES FOR BONDS.

Animals and Assemblies of Boys and Unions of Various Men to Publicize "The Story of Our Boys on Earth."

The hypnotism of St. Paul's Church was clearly demonstrated in a particularly pertinent manner on Thursday night when the little church of the Harvey A. Shaw school was decorated for a meeting called "The Story of Our Boys on Earth." It was the first time that the audience of the church had been subjected to a hypnotism series in the history of the school, and it was evident that the exhibition would undoubtedly have been more entertaining had the program been as long as the hypnotism session. Old Brother "B", the son of a former Bishop, was present at the hypnotism session, and was henceforth of course. The hypnotism session was most simple, with the exception of the hypnotism session of the A. M. A.

The hypnotism session of the A. M. A. was the most popular feature of the evening, and was witnessed by a large audience. The hypnotism of the A. M. A. was characterized by the renewal of acquaintances after the hypnotism of the A. M. A. and the A. M. A. of the A. M. A.

"H. C. ("The"") Makes Last Public Appearance Before Hitch Memorial Hall.

--Continued on page 4--

FOOTBALL DANCE IS THOROUGH SUCCESS

Tance, Women, and Jazz Trampled in Exactly Equal Proportions With Nothing Left for Brains.

The dance was interrupted at intervals, and the only event of note was the shattering of a glass door by a football. The door was replaced, and the dance was continued. The dance was well attended, and was considered a great success.

The half was played on Trinity's field, with the exception of the first half which was played on the Rice field. There was a great deal of interest in the game, and the outcome was uncertain. The game was resumed in the second half, and the Rice team took the lead. The game was then stopped, and the Rice team was declared the winner.

The game was played on a rain-soaked field, and the conditions were not ideal. The Rice team had the advantage, and the Trinity team was never able to take the lead. The game was declared over, and the Trinity team was awarded the victory.

The Rice team took the lead, and the Trinity team was not able to take the lead. The game was declared over, and the Trinity team was awarded the victory.

The Trinity team took the lead, and the Trinity team was not able to take the lead. The game was declared over, and the Trinity team was awarded the victory.

The Trinity team took the lead, and the Trinity team was not able to take the lead. The game was declared over, and the Trinity team was awarded the victory.

The Trinity team took the lead, and the Trinity team was not able to take the lead. The game was declared over, and the Trinity team was awarded the victory.

VACANCIES TO BE FILLED BY ELECTION

Board Contended to Formulate Policies; Arbitrarily To Select Candidates and Pile on.

The election board was not elected in the usual manner. Instead, it was elected by a vote of the students. The election board was to be composed of three members, and it was to be elected by the students. The election board was to be elected by the students, and it was to be composed of three members.
The Council and the Thresher.

The recent action of the Student Council in appointing the Blanket 6 号 is most commendable. It is a well-timed and wise decision, for the coming year promises to be one of great change and development.

The business meeting of the Student Council was held on Monday evening, and the following officers were chosen: President, W. J. Smith; Secretary, A. M. Moore; Treasurer, R. E. McFadden.

The Council, while recognizing the necessity of economy, has taken steps to provide for the best interests of the Association and the entire student body. It is hoped that these measures will result in a better organization and more effective management of the affairs of the student body.

Dr. Lovett Makes Address to Y.W.C.A.

Y.W.C.A. headquarters was the scene of a recent meeting at which Dr. Lovett, the well-known educator, delivered an address on the subject of religious education. The audience was large and attentive, and Dr. Lovett's words were received with much interest.

The meeting was held in the Guild Hall of the Y.W.C.A., and was attended by a large number of students and faculty members. The address was delivered with great force and fervor, and was received with much appreciation.

The President of the Y.W.C.A. extended a vote of thanks to Dr. Lovett for his valuable contribution to the discussion.

The Thresher.

PROF'S TABLE GETS WARRING ORNAMENTS

The Church Struggles for Peace

The effort to promote peace in the world is the most urgent and important task facing mankind today. The conflict between nations and races is a serious and pressing problem that demands the attention and efforts of all who are concerned with the welfare of humanity.

The Thresher has been a leader in the movement for peace and understanding. It has consistently advocated the principles of non-violence and reconciliation, and has made a strong plea for the recognition of the unity of all men.

The example of the Thresher is an inspiration to all who seek to promote a world of peace and understanding. Its efforts will not be in vain, for the cause of peace has the support of many thousands of sympathetic and dedicated souls.

The Council of the Thresher.

The fall term is drawing to a close, and the Council is making plans for the winter activities of the student body. The entertainment committee is working on arrangements for a number of events, including a dance, a basketball game, and a series of dramatic productions.

The Council is also making preparations for the spring term, which will be characterized by a high level of student activity. The Council is confident that the coming year will be one of great growth and development for the student body.

The THRESHER, October 10, 1919.
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Sept. 21.—Guess I'll discontinue this diary.

Sept. 20.—Got moved in today.

Sept. 19.—Paid hotel bill, $6.00

Sept. 16.—Went out to the Institute and the small college that was here yesterday.—Variety.

She—"It's about time you started taking care of your business."—By A. Fresh Mann.

He looked so disgruntled.

"No. She said she was sure they were Strike fever is spreading. Six horses fell down in the streets today. It is simply grand. First thing I know, I'm a Professor of English.—Life.

As these tiny bits of felt that make up the coils are brought from the East, their new,arrivals are scattered around. One, a boy told me that he saw was a large high chimney. On Wednesday, F. W. Lange's father called upon his son.

No one ever seems to work, nor my work keep me from play.

No one is afraid of me, and I fear I never learned a thing, and the fact that I'm a genius great pains me. I was a genius rare at High, but here at Rice it's not the same.

"I never let my studies,..."—By A. Fresh Mann.

"I was a genius at High,..."—By A. Fresh Mann.

"I was an electrician?"—By A. Fresh Mann.

"Once."—By A. Fresh Mann.

"Ever go fishing with a girl?"—By A. Fresh Mann.

"She—"It's about time you started taking care of your business."—By A. Fresh Mann.

"Once."—By A. Fresh Mann.

"She said she was sure they were..."—By A. Fresh Mann.

"Once."—By A. Fresh Mann.

"Ever go fishing with a girl?"—By A. Fresh Mann.

"The Professor—"After years of effort..."—By A. Fresh Mann.

"The boys are all like oysters. They have such dinky itttie bills that they take almost no shade, because they are all whistling all the time. I was a genius rare at High, but here at Rice it's not the same."
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The Constitution of the Student Association

We have revised below a copy of the Constitution of the Student Association. Read it and learn it. You are a member of that Association, and as such you have a very direct and personal interest in the organization which it is the goal of this expression of its policies, and which will, to the extent of our power, be the framework for the activities of the entire student body. Study this revised Constitution carefully. 

Section 2. The Constitution of the Student Association as herein expressed shall be the authority which shall govern the student body of the university, and shall be binding upon it in all its activities. The Constitution shall be revised from time to time by the student body, as occasion may require.
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